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the five functions : planned for
our participation in the anniversary
year of Victoria's settlement have been held.
Although attendances '
were not as great as we hoped or expected, the meetings were of a
high standard.

The next meeting of the Victorian branch will be held on Tuesday,
26 June, at the office 6f the Australian Insurance Employees' Union
at 310 Queen Street, at 7.45pm'.

Peter Love has been working on and off for several years on the life
of Frank Anstey.

He has an intimate knowledge of the life and times

in which Anstey lived.

So 'Peter will talk on the life of Frank

Anstey.

We are very glad to have such an interesting talk to mark the return
to our normal meetings.

VJe hope members will note the date, Tuesday

26th June and be sure of attendance.

Twenty-four page edition in October

We Australians are- coming up to two significant anniversaries.

In

November next, European settlement will be 150 years old in Victoria

and January 26th, 1988 marks the 200th anniversary of the taking over
of our continent for George 3rd.

Readers will of course know- that on that day in 1 788 Governor Phillip
ordered the Union Jack raised at what is now Circular Quay.
Has the Labour movement any place in the events that will take place
round these dates?
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The Society Executive thinks we should contribute by drawing attention
to,the history of the movenient. We believe that the Labour movement
has been the most constructive force in all of the social issues

that have arisen in our society since its formation.

We have decided to issue a special edition of "Recorder" early in
October which will consist of a 24 page newspaper covering the main
historical events of our movement. The front page will highlight the
events of 1856 when the building workers in Melbourne won a reduction

of hours per week from 60 to 4-8. We will assert that Australia's most
honored pioneers are James Stephens and James Galloway who led that
movement. Every year (commencing in 1879 in Victoria) the public

holiday in all states and territories (Labour Day - formerly 8 hour day)
which we now enjoy, gained its origin from their achievement of the
8 hour day. It is a most ambitious project for us to undertake. At ' .
the time of writing we have about 8 pages ready for the typesetter.

They are the easiest - two on Eureka, three on the 1969 Penal Powers
ipsurge, one on the 1916-17 anti-conscription fight, and one on the
1955 Labour party split.

The Executive has just on $1,000 in hand from the sale of- 63,000
of.our Tolpuddle Broadsheet and with the agreement of all concerned
will use that to get about 15 pages ready for printing. We will use
that to get about 15 pages ready for printing. We will use these
to advertise the final job. We are looking at a print run of 50,000
copies - 3 color front and back page and spot color on all others.
Our all-in costs would be round $18,000 so if we sold them at 50 cents

per copy we could easily cover costs.
We have very good visuals leady and three lay-out special?,sts working
with us.

There seems no doubt that the paper will be attractive to

look at.

We have many ideas for the content of the remaining pages but would
welcome additional suggestions.
Can we achieve this very high goal?
Yes - if Society members offer help. We need writers to prepare a

page each for us. We need people to do a limited amount of research.
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We.need people to help with despatch and to help wi':h the bookkeeping.
It would appear that a great number of functions have been arranged in
Victoria (local Gommi"ttees have been formed) and the atmosphere created
will provide us with an opportunity to put forward the history of our
movement.

People will want to get copies of our special Recorder

because it will not only relate to the anniversary but will be a
valuable collector's item.

We hope to launch the issue in quite a big way no later than the first
week in October..

Can you play a part.?

Please contact me on 347-9599 (day) or 4.19-44-81 (at home).
John Arrowsmith
i-

A Tribute to Dr.Lloyd Churchwood

We have received the following notification from the Political

Science Department of the University of Melbourne.

The Conference

to mark the forty years of teaching and research in Soviet politics
will be a worthy tribute to our highly esteemed member.

Dr. Lloyd Churchwood is one of the few remaining members of the group
that formed the Victorian branch of the Australian Society for the

Study of Labour History more than twenty years ago.

He has given

consistent support to the running of the branch over those years.
SOVIET POLITICS AND SOCIETY

Forty Years of Soviety Studies

194-5-1984

A Conference to be held at

the University of Melbourne,.
Saturday and Sunday,

October 20th and 21st, 1984
The Conference will provide a critique of the development of Soviet
Studies in Australia and Overseas and will consider the present state

of Australian-Soviet relations and the ways to improve them.

The

Conference will mark the completion of forty years of teaching and

research in Soviet politics by Lloyd Churchwood.
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Six sessions will be organised, two on Saturday afternoon, October 20th
and four on Sunday, October 21st.

The themes for these sessions will

be as follows:-

* The Communist Party of the Soviet Union
* The Soviet State in Theory and Practice

, . .

* The Analysis of Soviety Society
* Towards the understanding of the U.S..S.R - Undergraduate courses
and postgraduate research in Australia.
* Australian - Soviet relations. Past, Present and Future.

The last theme will occupy two sessions, the whole of Sunday afternoon

October 21st.
Among the many speakers will be Dr.Harry Rigby (ANU),
Mr John Miller (LaTrobe University), Dr.R.F.Miller (ANU), and Lloyd
Churchwood himself.

All enquiries about this Conference should be directed to Dr Leslie
T.Hciimes, Political Science Department, University of Melbourne, Parkvillc

Victoria, 3052, Australia. (Tel.3A1-6561 or, for secretary, 34-1-6565).

Meeting to Commemorate Vfomen as a Force in History

At our meeting at the Pioneer Women's Memorial in the Queen Victoria
gardens on 2Gth May, Senator Olive Zakharov paid tribute to the women
who had worked and spoken against exploitation, injustice and inequality,
She said that the history of the Labour Movement and the Women's

movement can be seen in terms of people either as "victims of history"
or alternatively, as "forces in history".

The women we are celebrating must surely fall into the category of ftirces
who struggled against exploitation, injustice and inequality.
Women like Vida Goldstein, Caiherine Spence, Edith Gowan, Emma Miller,
Doris Blackburn and many more are now publicly acknowledged as pioneers
who laid the foundations for better living and working conditions for
women.
********

:)
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Labour History - May Issue

Issues of today, the topics In today's newspapers; should the medical

profession determine and control the medical market? ; immigration
and attitudes to migrants and the possibility of full employment
or how to avoid unemployment; these in one guise or another re-appear
in our history.

These very topical issues are addressed in the May issue of Labour
History. The change in Labour's attitude to immigration is discussed
in the first of a two-part study of the Gurtin and Chifley Labour

government's Immigration policy. The threat of Japanese invasion was
significant in their change of policy.

And how deep-rooted is the attitude of the medical profession ?. Its
efforts to dominate the medical market surface in a struggle with the^
friendly societies nearly seventy years ago; and the A.M.A won.

Then the "White paper on full Employment"; the statement of Keynesian

principles by which the unemployment:..that marked the thirties was to
be abolished. Here is the history of a policy that for 15 years
appeared to..work.

One tit-bit, a mdst revealing one, is a report of an interview with
Sir Garfield Berwick. In it the real Sir Garfield Barwiek appears not

the public figure. This interview shove why Sir Garfield gave his
advice to Sir John Kerr to dismiss Whitlam. It is an invaluable
addition to the history of the dismissal.

Altogether there are 170 pages"of articles and reviews - subscriptions
for the 1984.-85 publishing year are now due. Subscription rates
remain at $16 ordinary members and $20 for institutions within
Australia. Pensioner's subscriptions are $12.
The address to which subs, are sent is :Labour History,
G.P.O Box 1577,

Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601.
********
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An Oral History Association was started in Melbourne in 1982 as part
of an Australia-wide body functioning.now in three other states.

It has concentrated on the technique of oral history recording and

enthusing members to go-out and interview people about what happened
in their lives or in the group that they were part of. Labour

historians should be doing this and have done so in the past.

But

it is especially important today when workers have become unemployed
or seen their industries change because of new technology.

But there is an aspect which is also worth considering. Where workers
have been concerned in some action which has been successful or seen

their expectations blighted, these experiences should be recorded by
the method of oral history with persbnal stories or those of a group!.'

It is important in my opinion to ask the question why ? As well as
successes, there have been many frustrations in the bigger campaigns

in the past. It would,be necessary therefore, to develop the dialqgue
technique to capture these moments and accord them their rightful
place in history. Also a knowledge of class economics, politics and
the history of the workers movement should be incorporated in this
technique.

Would not this help to stimulate an interest in working class history
and also in the destiny of the worker's movement ?
R. Curlewis.
*******

Book Review - by James Higgins

Leongatha Labour Colonv 1893-1919 - published by the Woorayl Shire
Historical Society.

The Historical Society of the Woorayl Shire ih.;South: Gippsland has

published this interesting and readable history of the Labour Colony
that was situated at Leongatha for a quarter of a century, from the
1890's to 1919.
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The concept of the Labour colony arose out of the efforts, very

meagre efforts indeed, that were made by the Gillies Government
in 1890 to elleviate the plight of the unemployed.

It was

promoted during a discussion as to the best means of distribution
of funds raised for the relief of the unemployed.
The scheme was that able-bodied men should be sent to camps or

colonies in the country when they could be profitably employed in

clearing land, growing food for their own sustenances and also gaining
experience in farm work.
The situation in Melbourne was critical.

Processions and demonstration!

of hungry unemployed men and women were a common sight.

On one

occasion five hundred unemployed men.marched uninvited into Scots

church during divine service and jeered at the minister "much to
the horror of snug and scented Toorakites" reported the "Bulletin".
No social service payments, dole, or

old-age pension existed and if

a person's savings were exhausted it was a case of obtaining succour
from one's family, turning to' charity organisations or starving.
To help solve the unemployment problem various land settlement schemes
were considered.

At a conference organised by the Charity Organisation

Society a paper on the workings of Labour colonies was presented by
one of its committee members. Pastor Herlitz, pastor of the Trinity
Luteran Church, East Melbourne, based on the workings of Labour
colonies in Germany.

Support came from the writings of William Lane who, as editor of the
Australian Workers Union paper, "The Worker" had a large following.
He advocated a "Back to the Land" movement based on the simple life

and mateship. In Queensland a State aided Village Settlement Committee
was formed," with his assistance.

Later with two hundred supporters he left for his ill-fated communal
settlement on virgin land in Paraguay.

However, most of the unemployed preferred less drastic remedies than

migrating to Paraguay. Many went to the gold fielcfe of Western
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Australia. Of the remainder, a number tried the various forms of
closer settlement that were developed in Victoria.

Altogether 78 village settlements were set up. These were for the
settlement of unemployed family men.

For the hard core of single men and married men not able to go to the
village settlements was the Labour Colony.

On 27 April, 1893, a public meeting convened in Melbourne by the
Premier and attended by many of Melbourne's most important people

including Archbishop Carr, Professor Morris and the President of
the Trades Hall Council, formally established a Labour colony
committee together v;ith a supporting fund,

^

Leongatha was regarded as a suitable site for a Labour colony. The
South Gippsland railway line had been opened in 1891, a large area of
crown land comprising 822 acres was available near to the township

covered by a dense hardwood forest necessitating much hard labour for
clearing, and the local community generally welcomed the project.
For men suffering from unemployment and of malnutrition admission to
the colony must have proved at least a temporary relief from hunger
and despair.

The first draft of 12 men previously screened by the Charity

Organisation Society as deserving cases arrived at Leongatha towards
the end of June 1893 under the control of manager, R.Harkness. A
further 4-0 men arrived the following week.

In February 1894 the Government was forced to take sole responsibility
for the venture. At this stage Colonel Jacob Goldstein who had

formerly held a position as contract draftsman in the Titles office
applied for and was appointed honorary superintendent of the
Leongatha Labour Colony , a position he was.to hold for almost a
decade.

The Korumburra Free Press of March 16, 1896 described the Colony...

"Sleeping accosiBodation is provided in houses containing bunks for
21 men. each house having a large fireplace dnre roaring log fires

help to keep the sleepers warm during the cold winter nights. (Only
one blanket was issued per man). A large dining room capable of
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seating about 150 men at a time ajoins an extensive kitchen.

Everything here is spotless clean and heaps of fresh vegetables of
every variety and the wholesome looking quarters of beef, tempt
the appetite of the most fastidious. A bakehouse capable of baking
three bags of flour at one baking provides the staff of life - the
present consumption being two bags one day and one the next."
Livestock at that time comprised 54 cows, 27 fat bullocks, 16

working bullocks, 200 sheep, 120 pigs, 8 horses and about 30 head of
young stock.

In a typical year -1896 according to the Annual Report of the Colony
of that year, 471 men had been admitted, 442 discharged and 147 still
in attendance. Since its inception three years previously 1657 men
had been admitted and by means of good food 1027 had recovered their strength and left voluntarily.

Ninety-three men had been dismissed for different reasons. Finally
at the end of the W1,,the State government decided that the Labour

coloqy was no longer necessary so on April 29th and 30th 1919 there
was an auction sale of stock and plant. The sale was most successful
over three thousand pounds being reiised. It was the largest ever
held in the district those present being estimated at 2000.
In the author's (Mr.John Murphy) view "One cannot but reflect on the
immense amount of work done during the period the Colony operated
in the district and the indirect impetus it must have given to the

growth of the Leongatha township. One must also feel a certain sense
of gratitude to the members of the original committee who planned
and founded the original settlement for the benefit of those who

■ through no fault of their own were unable to find work, food or
shelter and for whom the Colony must have proven a fortuitous refuge
in the harsh economic climate prevailing during the quarter century
of its operation."

Our copy of "Leongatha Labour Colony 1893 - 1919 was published in
1983 by the Woorayl Shire Historical Society and printed by F.A &
M.L. Larkin, Printers, Leongatha.
booklet.

It is an attractive, well produced

******

LLLLLL?-Kennan, J.H.

M.L.C

I?®-!

The Hon.

The Svolution of Tndi,,^t,rlal Law - Tt Is ade.,i,«t.,=,

(cont'd).

Eederal System Paramount

It may be noted at ihe outset that the new Commonwealth of Australia
ended up with less direct power to handle industrial relations than
virtually any other national legislature. Paradoxically. Australia
has long been regarded as one of the most interventionist democracies
in industrial relations.

However, the very nature of its intervention reflects the constitutiona
limitations on its powers. It cannot act directly in most cases.

It must rely on the establishment of conciliation and arbitration
processes for the prevention and settlement of industml disputes '
extending beyond the limits of any one state. Another paradox is

that despite the limitations Imposed on the federal arbitration system
at the turn of the century, its current predominance is unquestionable.
The federal system is paramount insofar as its awards prevail over
state law. It is the foremost system in terms of the aope of coverage
of Its awards and the massive numbers of wage and salary earners it
covers compared with any tribunal. It also has enormous influence

in setting the pattern of Industrial relations in terms of national
wage cases and other major test oases in the Industrial arena.

The nature of the industrial power in the Commonwealth constitution
therefore puts the commonwealth in the unusual position that unlike
the states it cannot legislate directly in the private sector in
respect of labour relations. It can only set up a conciliation and
arbitration machinary currently in the form of the Australian
conciliation and arbitration commission. The jurisdiction of that
commission only exists where there is a threatened or probable
interstate industrial dispute.
Effect of the Commonvealth Constitution

The effect of the commonwealth constitution is that states have
what is called the residual power in relation to any matters not
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covered by the federal constitution, therefore, in the context of
industrial relations whilst the commonwealth has power to legislate

with respect to the prevention and settlement of industrial disputes
extending beyond the limit of any one state, the states have the

legislative power to make laws with respect to those aspects of
industrial relations not covered by the commonwealth constitution.
The states have unlimited power in respect of this residue. ..There

fore a state government can legislate directly on industrial relations

although they have, all chosen to establish various types of tribunals
to deal with industrial disputes.

The network of relevant tribunals throughout Australia is exceptionallj

complex and there now exists a multiplicity of systems and tribunals
all of which enjoy a high degree of autonomy. In the case of
inconsistency between state awards and federal awards, federal awards
prevail.
Problems in Industrial Law

The multiplicity of tribunals and the failure of the commonwealth
constitution to invest the federal government with anything other

than limited powers in the area have led to a number of very real
problems xn xndustrxal law in Australia.—

(a) Uniformity has been difficult to achieve, although
particularly since 1975 co-ordination and consistency
has assumed particular significance because of the

attempt to sustain a centralised wages policy. Since
their first introduction of wage indexation in 1975
state tribunals have generally co-operated in
following, the federal wage guidel4.nes.

(B) The necessity for the establishment of an interstate
industrial dispute has led to the artificiality of the

serving by unions of logs on employers, in more than
one state and this has often led to arguments about

the genuineness of the interstate service of logs.
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The existence of state and federal awards in
similar areas of work have led to excessive

litigation and to demarcation.

From time to time politicians have recognised the problems presented
by the duality of the systems.

In 1979 commonwealth and state labor

ministers agreed in principle that the commonwealth and state should

provide legislatively for joint sittings of commonwealth and state
industrial tribunals. Nothing happened.
In February 1982, the Premier's Conference resolved to examine and

report on steps which would be taken to achieve a complementary
industrial relations system within Australia and more effective

liaison between state and commonwealth industrial jurisdication.
Unsuccessful Attempts to change Constitution

It may be noted that there have been several unsuccessful attempts
by labour governments to substitute a new broader section $1 (35)

in the constitution. 'Similar pcwers in 1911, 1913, 1919, 1944, 1946
and 1973. In the 1973 referendum the Whitlam governmen't was
defeated on its referendum in relation to powers over prices and
incomes.

How Much Longer

In 1982 Mr Justice Kirby, chairman of the law reform commission

said that we needed to consider - "how much longer we can continue
with this rarashackly arrangement of the 1890's",

He observed -

"As times get harder and as the economic
and social problems proliferate and bite
is it reasonable to force t)jie solutions to

today's problems through specific machinery
designed for very different economic and

political circumstances nearly a century ago.
If the problems are great and the inefficiencies
are manifest is it beyond the wit and will of the

Australian voter to change the constitution.
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Must we really face the industrial relations
problems, the technological problems, the
problems of structural change, the difficulties
of a vulnerable society depending so heavily

upon a compromise worked out by Mr. Higgins on
a busy afternoon of the 1898 Adelaide Convention
which has in any case been interpreted in
directions beyond the wildest dreams of its
originator",
Employees covered by Awards

Some eighty-six percent of Victorian employees are covered by awards
or registeredoagreements. Fifty-one percent of those are federal
and thirty-five percent of those are state awards. Victoria has the
largest federal award coverage in any state. One of the reasons
for this is that the state industrial tribunal in Victoria does not

have the

power to award preferences to unionists and this is a

weakness of the state system.
Narrow approach by Courts

One of the great problems in Australia in industrial law is that
the courts have taken a narrow and legalistic approach to the

interpretation of the industrial power in the constitution and at
state level of the industrial relations act.

Examples of this

were that until 1983 the high court had a very narrow interpretation
of an industrial dispute. It was only in 1983 that the high court
held that industrial disputes related to every dispute between an

employer and an employee in relation to conditions of work. Prior
to that it had held that certain employees such as fire fighters,
school teachers,.university employees were not employees because

they were not engaged in the production, distribution and exchange
of material wealth or goods. Similarly in Victoria in 1982 the
Victorian Supreme Court held that the State Industrial Relations
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Commission did not have power to deal with questions of re-instatement of an employee who had been unfairly dismissed because once

a person had been disnissed there was no longer the relationship
of employer or employee.

No area of the law could call for a broader or more expansive

interpretation than industrial law. The constitutional contraintso
at the federal level have encouraged a legalistic appimch.

Similarly at the commonwealth level the requirement/that there be
an interstate industrial dispute means that the commonwealth tribunal
cannot deal with cases of unfair and unjust dismissal because they

simply relate to a single employee and a single employer.
Secondary Boycott Provision

•

'

'

A couple of other features of the present federal system of industrial
relations also should be mentioned.

The first is the secondary

boycott provision contained in section 4-5 (D) of the trade practices
act which places a severe inhibition on the ability of trade unions

to engage in industrial action to enforce compliance with industrial
award conditions.

This section is a draconian section and whilst

the provisions of the conciliation and arbi:^ration act have generally
meant that the combination of workers to form unions and the rights
of those unions to take industrial action on behalf of their

members are legal activities section 4-5 (D) is a severe impingement
on those rights. The fact that it is such a draconian section is
shown by the fact that employers have been generally reluctant to use
section
(D) and very often the employers who have resorted to
section 4-5 (D) have been employers who operate outside the main stream

of peak employer organisations,

(To be continued).
Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts Street,
ESSENDON. 3040

Phone. 337-7554

